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Ardusat and Association of Space Explorers 
(ASE) Launch Student Learning into Space 

Students often learn about the scientific method in the classroom but 
rarely have the opportunity to design an experiment for real-world 
use. Preparing for the ASE AstroSat Challenge helped my students 
make a connection between the scientific process and scientific 
discovery through the stuff of dreams — a chance to go into space.  

- Trevor Macduff

Challenge
Trevor Macduff teaches Physical, Earth, and Space Science at Three 
Rivers HomeLink, a collaborative K-12 learning community that 
tailors education to the needs of individual students. Macduff believes 
students should learn good experimental design as part of their 
science curriculum. “Experimental design teaches students how to ask 
questions, make adjustments, suffer setbacks, and become comfortable 
with scientific uncertainty,” explains Macduff. Unfortunately, many STEM projects don’t offer his students the opportunity to develop original 
experiments using good experimental design.

Solution
Ardusat, in partnership with the Association of Space Explorers (ASE) and Northrup Grumman, offered student teams the opportunity to 
test their experiments in space in the ASE AstroSat Challenge. When Macduff heard about the challenge, he and his students were hooked. 
“What better motivator could my students have to design a well thought-out experiment than the possibility it could be sent into space?” 
 
Competing in the AstroSat Challenge required a high degree of planning and preparation. “The students had to develop hypotheses with 
specified variables and a well-reasoned outcome,” says Macduff. “They had to work within the fixed parameters of an Ardusat payload on 
a CubeSat and figure out how to collect the data they needed to test their hypotheses.” 

The students designed an experiment to measure variations in the earth’s magnetic field. But first, they had to learn how the sensors on 
the CubeSat worked and how to program code to record and transmit data from the tiny satellite. Macduff and his students had limited 
experience with coding, but they were able to use Ardusat’s online resources to find code that they could modify to suit their needs. 

“I was really pleased by the spirit of adventure my students displayed throughout this process,” says Macduff. “We rallied together to solve 
problems, worked side-by-side, and grew together as a team. We weren’t so much teacher and students as partners in learning.”

Results
Macduff and his students were thrilled when their team experiment was chosen. “We were one of fifteen experiments selected to test code 
on Ardusat’s high-altitude balloon,” says Macduff. “Because the selection was based on originality, technical feasibility, and the proper use 
of the scientific method, my students knew that they had truly earned the opportunity to send their experiment into space and that their 
hard work had paid off.” 

State of Washington testing data shows that Macduff’s approach to science learning is also paying off — students in his class, some of 
whom had done poorly on previous state science exams, are meeting state standards at rate higher than the state average. He credits 
positive, hands-on learning for this achievement.

“Programs like the ASE AstroSat Challenge teach kids how to persevere, ask questions, and change course if needed,” says Macduff. “The 
project didn’t just teach them how to design an experiment, it gave them the skills to be successful both in their careers and in their lives.”

Macduff plans to have next year’s class participate in the 2015 challenge.

Visit www.ardusat.com to learn more about the unique STEM learning tools available from Ardusat. 


